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You know the frustration of hand-held tape 

dispensers that constantly disappear from 

the packaging station. And the inefficiency 

associated with frequently changing rolls of 

tape. It’s why Shurtape has expanded its 

ShurSEAL® Packaging Solutions family to 

include the FlexPack Taping System with 

Folded-Edge®Technology. Designed for 

packaging station applications in a variety of 

industries and environments, the FlexPack 

Taping System is a multi-axis, manual taping 

solution that eliminates the frustration and 

downtime associated with traditional  

hand-held tape dispensers.
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A SECURE SEAL IS WITHIN ARM’S REACH
Learn more or request a demo at ShurSEALSecure.com
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The FlexPack Taping System stands ready to deliver secure seals – and packaging  
station efficiency – carton after carton.

ORGANIZE PACKAGING OPERATIONS 
Mounted to a wall or table-top workstation, the compact, stationary design allows for the  
consolidation of hand taping to a single point and ensures the tape dispenser won’t  
disappear from the packaging station – making it an excellent 5S addition to  
packaging operations. 

BOOST EFFICIENCY & PRODUCTIVITY
Utilizes machine length packaging tape rolls, which reduces downtime by requiring fewer  
tape roll changeovers compared to traditional hand dispensers. Additionally, changeovers  
are quick and easy, ensuring the workstation is ready in no time.

IMPROVE ERGONOMICS
The system is lightweight and ergonomic in design – the weight is supported by the unit,  
not the user. The tape dispenser also features a rotating swivel handle for added comfort  
during operation. 

PROTECT PEOPLE & PRODUCT
Patented Folded-Edge® Technology reinforces seal strength as tape is applied to keep product  
protected during storage and transit. An additional feature of folding the edge of the tape is  
the creation of a ready-to-open case seal that doesn’t require a knife or other sharp object  
to open, further protecting your product and those handling it.

MINIMIZE TAPE WASTE 
Tape dispenser features such as improved wipe-down pressure as tape is applied, visible  
tape length indicators that provide tab length control, and straight taping guidance via  
visible markers encourage efficient tape consumption with less waste.
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